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Timo Boll
Seven Times European Singles Champion. 
European Games men’s singles champion 
2019. World ranked No.6 (June 2019). Plays 
with a Timo Boll ALC with Tenergy 05 Hard 
forehand and Dignics 05 Backhand.
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Densely allocated pimples with  
a smaller diameter
Tenergy 19 uses 1.5 mm pimples 
with dense allocation that are tailored 
towards performance & spin.

Slim pimples to improve performance

Numerous tests showed high speed & spin 
values, especially when the ball is hit with 
power.

Performance comparison  
with Tenergy 05
Compared to the popular Tenergy 05, 
the unique strengths of Tenergy 19 
become obvious.

Slim pimples such as no. 219 depress & 
flatten more easily. Therefore, when the ball 
hits the rubber, the ball doesn’t slip on the 
rubber but digs into it. The rubber “holds” 
the ball in place.

* Performance comparison executing a strong 
topspin with Tenergy 19 & Tenergy 05 as 
results by unique tests carried out by Butterfly.

We managed to enhance the touch 
of “holding the ball” more by combining 
Spring Sponge & the top sheet with 
development code no. 219’s pimple 
shape. Since the ball is more likely to fly 
in the direction of racket swing, precision 
is increased & the pronounced arc allows 
for deep shots into the opponents’ field.

* Performance comparison with Dignics 05, 
Tenergy 19 & Tenergy 05 as results by the 
unique tests carried out by Butterfly.

The power pushing the ball back against 
the rubber is generated by each pimple in 
contact with the sponge. With slimmer  
pimples, the total number of affected 
pimples is increased. This mechanism  
generates a top sheet where a ball will  
not slip on the rubber nor easily yield to  
the opponent’s strong shots, & is the key  
to bringing high performance to the rubber.
* Results are based on tests conducted by  
Butterfly R&D

Improved ease of power topspin, 
counter topspin & short plays
The unique top sheet brings along an  
ease when playing powerful topspins. 
Furthermore, thanks to improvement of  
the grip, the rubber becomes more suited  
for a banana flick & counter topspin.

Improvements made through R&D
Even after the release of the Tenergy with four different pimple shapes, Butterfly’s Research & Development Department 
has been working on prototypes for new pimple shapes. Everything they did was in order to create high-performance  
rubbers to meet the various needs of players.

During the years of trial & error, the methods & accuracy of rubber performance measurement have improved. We  
have completed the Tenergy 19 by combining the Spring Sponge with no. 219, which has been proven to have high  
performance through objective measurement. “19” debuts as a member of the Tenergy series, which has produced  
many achievements in table tennis.

        After trialling the new Tenergy 19 
rubber I could not believe the control it 
provided. The feeling on the backhand 
was incredible and the touch on the 
forehand and the backhand improved 
considerably. This has provided an 
improvement which will improve my 
game further.

Ryan Jenkins

Ryan Jenkins - Wales
Ryan Jenkins is 12 times Welsh National 
Champion. 8 times Grand Prix Champion.  
National Coach of Wales 2009-2019 and 
GB National Coach 2021.
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NEW FROM BUTTERFLY...

TENERGY 19 B3-013
Designed with a smaller pimple diameter, this rubber provides extra control plus, with 
the combination of the newly developed top sheet, the power is increased compared 
with the rest of the Tenergy range. Tenergy 19 produces extra spin with superior 
performance.  Due to the thinner pimples, the ball will sink into the rubber a lot easier 
and flatten the pimples which creates a holding effect on the ball. The power then 
explodes through the rubber as the pimples are so close together. With Tenergy 19 
the ball will fly with a more curved trajectory when compared to Tenergy 05 making it 
easier to place the ball deeper on the table. The improved grip also makes it easier 
to counter-topspin and is great for the ”banana” flick.

£69.99

FREE CHACK PRO II GLUE  
The original Free Chack Pro has been optimised to 
enable thinner layers to be applied and a faster drying 
time.  The racket will be in match-condition immediately 
following assembly.  Environmentally friendly  
packaging. Includes wooden clips and application 
sponges. Available in 50ml, 90ml or 500ml bottles.
B31-026 50ml ..............................£17.99 
B31-027 90ml ..............................£21.99 
B31-028 500ml ............................£59.99

DIGNICS BAT EDGE TAPE
Edging tape for use with the top quality 
Dignics family of rubbers. Available for 20 
or 100 bats. 12mm width only.
B31-029 20 ..............................£7.99 
B31-030 100 ..........................£23.99

GS2 GLUE SPONGE SET
Set of sponges and holder for use with 
glue for making up table tennis bats (glue 
sold separately).
XM31-006 ....................................£3.50

RUBBER CARE & GLUE

Dimitrij Ovtcharov - Germany 
Former World no. 1 (January 2018), 2-time European 
Singles Champion, 3-time Europe Top 16 Champion & 
9 World Tour Titles. Bronze Medal in the 2012 Olympic 
Games. Plays with a Viscaria Blade with Dignics 09C on 
the forehand and Dignics 05 on the backhand.
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£69.99

RASSANTER R45 AN3-019
Incorporating Energy Cell technology sponge for extra 
energy transfer and longer feel for the ball plus extra 
spin generation from the R surface top sheet. Medium 
45° sponge offers a balance of speed, spin and control. 
Suitable for attacking players with consistent shots.

BLUESTORM PRO DN3-016
For attacking, ambitious players looking for a professional rubber 
to improve their game. The top surface rubber assists with even 
the most difficult topspins and the new pimple-rubber combination 
on the inside of the rubber sheet adds direct touch and very good 
rebound.  Both versions provide control whether playing attack or 
defence. The DONIC BLUESTORM PRO has a harder sponge 
and is very dynamic, even when the ball is finely struck.

BLUESTORM PRO AM DN3-017 
For attacking, ambitious players looking for a professional 
rubber to improve their game. The top surface rubber assists 
with even the most difficult topspins and the new pimple-rubber 
combination on the inside of the rubber sheet adds direct touch 
and very good rebound.  Both versions provide control whether 
playing attack or defence. The DONIC BLUESTORM PRO AM 
has a softer sponge and offers a balance between dynamics 
and rotation.

BLUEGRIP S2 DN3-018 
A new rubber combining a Chinese-style grippy top sheet 
for strong spin, services and returns, with the popular 
DONIC ACUDA S2’s softer, catapult sponge for optimum 
control.  Recommended for players looking to attack with 
control, variety and spin, and enabling accurate strokes 
with sufficient speed.

£57.99

£69.99

£69.99
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£64.99

£64.99

DNA PLATINUM M S3-016 
An advanced, long-durability rubber developed in collaboration 
with the Chinese National Team.  A thinner top rubber sheet 
with shorter pimples allows a thicker sponge, incorporating 
Power Sponge Cells for even more extra speed and power.  
Allows quick, effective finishes and powerful shots from any 
position. The “M” version features a sponge of medium (47.5°) 
hardness, for the perfect balance of speed and control.

DNA PLATINUM H S3-017 
An advanced, long-durability rubber developed in collaboration 
with the Chinese National Team.  A thinner top rubber sheet with 
shorter pimples allows a thicker sponge, incorporating Power 
Sponge Cells for even more extra speed and power.  Allows 
quick, effective finishes and powerful shots from any position. 
The “H” version features a harder (50°) sponge, adding the extra 
speed and power to really trouble your opponents.

OMEGA VII CHINA GUANG XM3-012 
CHINA GUANG is a high tension, light, but sticky rubber. It 
is easy to play with and a good option for players changing 
from quick to sticky rubbers. Recommended for players from 
beginner to professional level. The hard sponge increases 
the consistency and helps with stroke development.

EVOLUTION MX-D TB3-013 
The maximum spin of the Evolution MX-S and the maximum power 
of the Evolution MX-P are combined in the new MX-D. The MX-D has 
the best balance of grip, power and contact-time. It’s finely adapted for 
energy absorption, input and transfer. The result is a rubber that comes 
into its own when playing aggressively with topspin, and particularly 
during counter-topspin rallies. The newly-developed Red Energy 
Sponge (52.5° hardness) offers increased dynamics with a softer touch 
and more comfortable feeling leaving you always in control.

£69.99

£59.99
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DYNARYZ ZGR J3-012 
Already adopted by many of JOOLA’s top professional players, 
this rubber uses new technologies to offer an expanded range 
of playing gears allowing heavy spin variations and dynamic, 
high-power play.  Combines a grippy Asian-style top rubber 
sheet featuring Hyper Traction technology with a catapult-
effect. Hyper Bounce sponge means this new rubber offers 
heavy spin with more touch.

£64.99

DYNARYZ CMD J3-011 
The softest version of the Dynarz range, playing with the 
same speed as a much harder rubber, but with increased feel, 
precision and control, as well as that softer feeling.  Featuring 
signature Hyper Bounce sponge and Advanced Traction surface 
technologies, larger amounts of spin can be generated with the 
softer sponge, but the strong catapult-effect means you’ll still be 
able to generate the speed and power for strong attacks.   
Suitable for players of all levels.

£64.99

£44.99

CURL P1V T3-014 
The successor to the classic TSP P1R long pimple. The soft 
rubber composition and the “rough” textured pimples allow 
for dangerous chop, float and spin-reversed returns and even 
support surprise attacks.

£44.99

DISRUPTION LEVEL = 4

EXPLOSION EXTREME N3-028 
This new version of the existing EXPLOSION rubber series 
comes with further improved playing characteristics.  
EXPLOSION EXTREME is faster with increased disruptive 
effect. It is a highly efficient weapon for the classic short pimple 
game consisting of blocking, counterattacking and hitting.

* Refers to Anti Loop or Long Pimpled rubber where the spin factor depends on the amount of spin already on the ball.  P.O. - Pimpled out.
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LIN YUN JU SUPER ZLC B2-239/240/241 
The rising world star, Lin Yun-Ju plays with this blade.  
A higher vibration property for a blade of this speed offers  
a unique feel for dominating counter attacking. The perfect 
blade for Lin Yun-Ju’s modern game, suitable for an  
incredible backhand banana flick return, thanks to the 
larger sweet spot and excellent power created by the  
high-density woven carbon and ZL fibres. 

£94.99

£409.99

MAZE ADVANCE B2-242 
The successor to the Maze Performance blade.  
Lightweight and easy-to-use, offering the incredible 
feel for an all-wood blade. Provides the power you 
need to play an all-round, attacking game. Combine 
both attack and defence.

Lin Yun Ju - Chinese Taipei
Regarded as one of the top prospects for future World 
titles. World ranked 6 (September 21). Finished 4th in the 
men’s’ singles in the Olympic Games after playing a very 
close match with Dimitrij Ovtcharov. Won a bronze medal 
in the mixed doubles. 
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£209.99
DIMITRI OVTCHAROV INNERFORCE ALC 
B2-236/237/238 
This blade has been developed in close cooperation with 
superstar, Dimitrij Ovtcharov.  Specially adapted to be 
slightly larger and thicker than Innerforce Layer ALC, to 
support even more powerful shots from both sides.  
Designed to provide the feel of “holding the ball” longer  
by increasing the dwell time. 

Patrick Franziska - Germany
Patrick Franziska is a member of 
the German team that won the 
men’s team silver in the Olympic 
Games in Tokyo. Member of the 
German team that were silver 
medallist’s in the 2018 World 
Championships. World ranked 15 
(September 21)

PATRICK FRANZISKA INNERFORCE ZLC  
B2-243/244/245 
The choice of leading player Patrick Franziska. Innerfiber 
technology combined with ZL carbon fibres close to the 
core wood, providing powerful offensive play and a feeling 
of total control of the ball at the same time. Offers extra 
dwell time and very good power.

£289.99
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£79.99

£69.99

£58.99

TIMO BOLL MEZZOFORTE B2-230/231/232 
With a moderate speed and extra control, the Boll 
Mezzoforte has an increased ball dwell time on the 
bat, making it easier to control and produce spin. The 
light weight provides for easy handling and is excel-
lent for adapting to a controlled playing style.

TIMO BOLL FORTISSIMO B2-227/228/229 
The fastest out the Forte series, the Boll Fortissimo  
allows for increased speed and powerful offensive 
play due to the intensified hardness. The 5-ply 
all-wood composition has the typical reaction and 
feedback providing for extra control during play. 

TIMO BOLL FORTE III B2-233/234/235 
A classic, reimagined. The traditional Boll Forte 
combines the characteristics of various veneers of 
pure wood to create a 5-ply blade with a great deal of 
control. The blade is versatile with spin and power to 
support all types of modern-day performance.

www.teessport.com • tabletennis@teessport.com • 0800 458 4141
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TRUE CARBON INNER DN2-049/050/051 
Adding a new Hybrid Aramid Carbon inner-ply to the DONIC 
ORIGINAL TRUE CARBON blade has improved the control and 
given a softer touch with slightly less speed. Recommended for 
attacking players looking for consistency. Has enough acceleration 
to attack at decisive moments.

BALSA CARBO CERTRAN FIBRE DN2-046/047/048 
The latest in the Balsa Carbo blade line with an inner layer in-
corporating Certran Carbon for extreme hardness. Weighing 75g 
(on average), this blade is faster even than the CARBO FLEECE. 
Recommended for uncompromising attacking players who play 
aggressively, close to the table.  Especially suited for combining 
with softer rubbers.

£79.99

INSPIRA CCF S2-052/053 
A fast, offensive blade, developed with professional Chinese 
and Swedish players. CCF (Close Core Fibre) technology 
incorporates carbon into the core of the blade itself.  This gives 
a softer touch, larger sweet spot, and longer ball contact for 
greater control, but with the same speed and power as before.

£189.99

XYLO 5 J2-035/036 
JOOLA’s Xylo series gives the classic wood feel, but with 
modern-day power potential.  The Xylo 5 comprises inner 
layers of ayous and kiri wood to provide good control 
and feedback.  The outer hinoki veneer then undergoes 
an exclusive heating technique to increase the stiffness, 
meaning extra speed, balance and consistency.

£104.99

£79.99
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BLOODHOUND ALL+ N2-031/032/033 
A faster version of the BLOODHOUND, BLOODHOUND 
ALL+ provides maximum efficacy with pimple-out and Anti-
Spin rubbers and also more speed for all offensive shots.

£79.99

HUGO CALDERANO HAL XM2-028/029 
The blade used by Hugo Calderano. It takes advantage of the special 
material, Hyper Axylium, which is high quality orange Arylate developed 
by XIOM. This material has slightly different characteristics which is used 
in the Hugo Calderano.  HAL and provides a well-balanced performance 
with improved power. This is an offensive all-round blade which offers a 
lot of touch, particularly for developing players, but can also provide high 
speed and power.

£219.99

IGNITO XM2-030/031 
With a reduced thickness of 6.2mm, this blade is designed 
for aggressive close to the table spin play, helping players to 
put pressure on to their opponents. It is lightweight and needs 
less energy for a fast swing. It is recommended for players 
who are considering changing from a all-wood offensive 
blade. Manufactured from Hinoki and Energy Carbon with 5 
layers: 3 + 2.

£104.99

Hugo Calderano - Brazil
Hugo Calderano is world ranked 5 (September 21). The 
first player ever from Latin America to be ranked in the 
top 10 in the world rankings. 3 times Latin American 
Champion and 2 times Pan American Winner.
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£74.99

£59.99

HIGO

HIGO TRACKSUIT JACKET 
B20-124/125 
Smart but simple design made with 
a new compact fleece which is 100% 
polyester.  Very comfortable to wear.  
Available in Blue or Anthracite.
3XS-XS £62.49*  S-4XL £74.99*No VAT

HIGO TRACKSUIT PANTS  
B20-126/127 
Simple and attractive design  
co-ordinated with the HIGO jacket.  
Available in Blue or Anthracite.
3XS-XS £49.99*  S-4XL £59.99
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HIGO

*No VAT

£54.99

£44.99

£54.99

HIGO LADY

HIGO SHORTS B8-031/032 
Comfortable design to meet the needs of 
the high-level players.  Made from 100% 
polyester.  Available in blue or anthracite.
3XS-XS £37.49*  S-4XL £44.99

HIGO SHIRT  
B9-179/180/181/182 
Matching triangular design woven into 
the cloth.  Features narrow cut shorter 
sleeves.  A comfortable lycra mix material 
which is 100% polyester.  Available in 
anthracite, blue, khaki or red.
3XS-XS £45.83*  S-4XL £54.99

HIGO LADY SHIRT B9-183/184 
Designed with special cut for lady players.  Matching 
triangular design woven into the cloth.  Features narrow 
cut shorter sleeves.  A comfortable lycra mix material 
which is 100% polyester.  Available in anthracite or red.
2XS-XS £45.83*  S-2XL £54.99
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*No VAT

TOSY TRACKSUIT PANTS B20-131 
Designed to match the TOSY jacket and made 
from 100% polyester.  Available in black only.
3XS-XS £41.66*  S-4XL £49.99

£49.99

TOSY

£59.99

TOSY TRACKSUIT JACKET B20-128/129/130 
Attractive and simple design with white panel coming 
from the shoulder.  Available in black, blue or red. 
3XS-XS £49.99*  S-4XL £59.99

www.teessport.com • tabletennis@teessport.com • 0800 458 4141
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*No VAT

TOSY

TOSY LADY

TOSY SHORTS B8-033 
Comfortable and attractive shorts.  
Manufactured from 100% polyester.  
Available in black only.
3XS-XS £29.16*  S-4XL £34.99

TOSY SHIRT  
B9-185/186/187/188/189 
Simple but attractive design with a white 
shoulder panel to match with the TOSY 
jacket.  Manufactured from  
Dry-Fit 100% polyester.  Available in 
black, blue, green, red, or yellow.
3XS-XS £33.33*  S-4XL £39.99

TOSY LADY SHIRT B9-190/191/192 
Designed with special fit for lady players.  White 
shoulder panel to match with the TOSY jacket.  
Manufactured from Dry Fit 100% polyester.  
Available in black, blue or red.
2XS-XS £33.33*  S-2XL £39.99

£39.99

£39.99

£34.99
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£59.99£27.99£34.99

£79.99£59.99

OTOMO WHEELED SPORTS BAG  
B10-073/074 
The largest in the range, with two sturdy 
rollers and additional straps for easy and 
convenient travel.  Storage options include 
two main compartments, separate areas for 
smaller items, a wet bag, ground spacers 
and end compartments. Dimensions: 
70 x 31 x 32cm. Volume: 70ltr £109.99

OTOMO MIDI BAG B10-077/078 
The midi bag features multiple compartments, including an internal 
wet bag and spacers for easy organisation.  Provides ample storage 
and a large opening, the midi bag can be packed and unpacked easily.  
Adjustable straps including removable shoulder-strap. Dimensions: 
50 x 36 x 20cm. Volume: 40ltr £59.99

OTOMO DOUBLE BAT CASE B10-081/082 
Two separate compartments offer plenty of storage 
for each racket and accessories.  Both protect the 
racket from breaking or other damage.  Clean, 
sporty design and a carrying strap for extra  
convenience. £34.99

OTOMO SINGLE BAT CASE 
B10-083/084 
Secure, single-racket case designed 
to help to protect the bat from breaks 
and damage. A clean, sporty design. 
Includes a carrying strap for extra 
convenience. £27.99

OTOMO RUCKSACK B10-079/080 
Cleanly designed, strong backpack with  
outer pockets and separate compartments. 
Shoulder straps are fully adjustable to  
provide the perfect fit. Dimensions:  
55 x 25 x 28cm. Volume: 35ltr £59.99

£109.99

OTOMO SPORTS BAG B10-075/076 
Large, multiple-compartment bag with 
adjustable straps, internal wet bag, and 
separate areas for smaller items. Fully 
opens for easy packing. Dimensions:  
60 x 31 x 32cm. Volume: 60ltr £79.99
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£94.99£94.99

*No VAT

LEZOLINE VILIGHT B6-022/023 
A lightweight shoe designed for swift and precise movements. The Vilight has been developed to ensure the player is 
comfortable during any table tennis activity due to developments within the material. With a grippy yet flexible outer sole, the 
shoes have been designed with a mesh and reinforced material to produce a tough upper section whilst keeping them light. 
Size 2-6 £79.16*   Size 6.5-12 £94.99

IWAGY SNEAKER SOCKS  
B12-033/034/035 
Cotton-mix ankle socks with extra-thick 
soles. Very comfortable.  
Sizes: S (34-37), M (38-41), L (42-44), 
XL (45-47). 
£7.99

IWAGY CREW SOCKS  
B12-030/031/032 
All-new cotton-mix sports socks with 
extra-thick soles. Very comfortable.  
Sizes: S (34-37), M (38-41),  
L (42-44), XL (45-47). 
£7.99

£7.99

£7.99

Visit www.teessport.com for size info
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BALMORE HOODIE AN20-015 
Front-zip hoodie of soft, functional material in a convenient 
cut.  Black/grey adjustable-drawstring hood and Andro logo 
on arms. 80% cotton, 20% polyester. 
2XS-XS £58.33*  S-3XL £69.99

*No VAT

LETIS SHIRT AN9-036/037/038 
Two-colour shirt with an attractive design. Breathable, moisture wicking 
indoorDRY fiber for a comfortable feeling. Allows a spacious area for 
printing. Available in black/blue, black/green and red/black. 
2XS-XS £41.66*  S-4XL £49.99

£49.99

£69.99
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£34.99

ALPHA MELANGE T-SHIRT AN9-039/040/041/042 
Functional, sporty training shirt with light indoorDRY material for a 
comfortable body climate.  Uni-coloured back is perfect for flocking 
and printing.  Available in blue, green, light grey or petrol.  92% 
polyester microfibre, 8% elastane.  Petrol:  90% polyester microfi-
bre, 10% elastane. 
2XS-XS £29.16*  S-3XL £34.99

*No VAT

£34.99

TORIN SHORTS AN8-008/009 
Soft, functional material and table tennis-specific cut for 
optimum comfort when playing.  Elastic wasitband with 
drawstring and side pockets.  Available in black and dark 
blue, 100% polyester microfibre. 
2XS-XS £29.16*  S-4XL £34.99
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£49.99

LIBRA SHIRT DN9-034/035/036 
Two-coloured polo with a striped-print front and a plain black 
back ideal for printing.  Breathable, functional DRYLITE 
material keeps the skin dry and the body comfortable when 
playing.  Available in Blue, Green or Red. 
2XS-XS £41.66*  S-4XL £49.99

£49.99

LIBRA LADY SHIRT DN9-037 
Ladies-fit, two-coloured polo with a striped-print front and a plain 
black back ideal for printing.  Breathable, functional DRYLITE  
material keeps the skin dry and the body comfortable when  
playing. In a matching design to the LIBRA polo shirt.  
Available in Green only. 
2XS-XS £41.66*  S-3XL £49.99

*No VAT

CRAFT TRACKSUIT DN20-011 
Stylish, slim-fit tracksuit in stretch-tarry material for enhanced 
freedom of movement – perfect for warming up. The jacket has 
contrasting inserts and two zipped-side pockets. The trousers have 
an elastic waistband, inner drawstring and zipper leg openings, for 
easily changing over table tennis shoes. Available in Black only. 
2XS-XS £99.99*  S-4XL £119.99

£119.99
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SPRINT SHORTS DN8-015/016 
Lightweight table tennis shorts made with two side-slits 
for enhanced freedom of movement, elastic waistband 
and inner drawstring for comfort, and two side pockets.  
Available in Black or Navy. 
2XS-XS £33.33*  S-4XL £39.99

£39.99

SPLIT T-SHIRT DN9-038/039 
Two-coloured t-shirt with print-design on lower front.  Space on 
upper half of chest and on back for printing.  The breathable, 
functional DRYLITE material is comfortable and light, helping to 
keep the skin dry when exercising.  Available in Blue or Red. 
2XS-XS £33.33*  S-3XL £39.99

*No VAT

£39.99

DUPLEX BAT CASE DN10-014
Reinforced sides and hard cover for extra racket protection.  
Including a Velcro fastened outer compartment and 2 separate 
inner compartments with foam padding to provide additional 
security. Available in Black only.
£23.99

FACTION BACKPACK DN10-013 
Including a main compartment and two side compartments, 
both with zippers.  With soft back padding for comfort and 
carrying straps for convenience.  Polyester-jacquard material. 
Available in Black only.
£44.99

£23.99

£44.99

TRIX TOWEL DN19-002/003
100% Cotton terry material towel for competition 
and training.  Available in Black or Navy.
£18.99

£18.99
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£119.99

£79.99

£58.99

£46.99

BUTTERFLY SPECIALIST B1-036 
The Butterfly Specialist racket opens all possibilities of modern 
offensive table tennis to players with sufficient skill and ability.  Fine 
tuning spin and power, precision and placement with the 5 ply 
blade and comfortable flared handle takes advantage of the ITTF 
approved Lagnus 2mm rubbers in red and black.  The Specialist 
supports all of these skills and more. 
£119.99

BUTTERFLY FORCE B1-035 
The Force is dedicated to players with some experience, regular play 
and patience working towards improvement and success.  With a 5 
ply flared handle the medium-hard blade provides all necessary  
precision for offensive play, while the grippy ITTF approved Lagnus 
1.7mm red and blue fast rubbers add spin and power. 
£79.99

BUTTERFLY PROGRESS B1-034 
The Progress racket with a 5 ply flared handle is designed towards 
new, but ambitious players aiming to improve their technique and 
basics of table tennis.  The medium-fast racket with grippy ITTF 
approved Spryer 1.7mm red and blue rubbers provides essential 
ball feedback on touch, making the learning experience much 
easier. 
£58.99

BUTTERFLY COMFORT B1-033 
The Butterfly Comfort racket with a 5 ply blade and features a 
comfortable thinner and shorter handle alongside a slightly smaller 
racket head, making it perfectly suited for younger players with 
smaller hands.  With its grippy ITTF approved Spryer 1.7mm red 
and blue rubbers and medium-fast speed, Comfort racket aims to 
support new players in quickly learning to produce spin. 
£46.99

SURE SHOT MATTHEW SYED OUTDOOR 
2-PLAYER SET B1-042 
The Matthew Syed Outdoor Table Tennis Set from 
Sure Shot. Set includes 2 Sure Shot Outdoor Table 
Tennis bats, 2 practice quality balls and the Sure Shot 
Flex Net. Ideal for use at home, offices or schools - 
the net is designed to be fitted to any table surface to 
create a table tennis net. Play a game on virtually any 
table. Easy to install and operate, each post includes 
a clamp to fix to a table edge – maximum of 5cm 
thickness. With an easy clip spring system, the net is 
simple to set up and to take off. Two Thermo-plastic 
table tennis bats designed to be weather and shock 
resistant. Material offers elasticity and a spring effect 
to provide a bat with good control, combined with 
speed and spin. All items are contained within an easy 
to carry storage box. Endorsed by Matthew Syed – 
Britain’s most famous and one of the most successful 
table tennis players of the modern era. 
£34.99

£34.99
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TIMO BOLL SG99 B1-041 
A 5-ply blade with a comfortable anatomic shape and 
an innovative new “Smart Grip” technology. Butterfly 
Wakaba ITTF approved rubber with 1.8mm sponge in 
red and black. Innovative Smart Grip technology with a 
notch in the middle of the handle that improves the feel 
of the ball. Popular anatomic handle shape. Butterfly 
protective edging tape incorporating the edge guard 
system. The edging guard system has extra veneer 
inside the edging tape which reduces the loss of impact 
and increases the power going into the shots. Good 
speed and spin for powerful competitive play. Endorsed 
by Timo Boll, 7 times European Champion.
£69.99

£69.99

£58.99

£46.99

£34.99

£23.99

TIMO BOLL SG77 B1-040 
A 5-ply blade with a comfortable concave shape and 
an innovative new “Smart Grip” technology. Butterfly 
Pan Asia ITTF approved rubber with 1.8mm sponge in 
red and black. Innovative Smart Grip technology with a 
notch in the middle of the handle that improves the feel 
of the ball. Popular concave handle shape. This bat’s 
emphasis is on speed and spin for the attacking player 
who likes to maintain good control. Endorsed by Timo 
Boll, 7 times European Champion.
£58.99

TIMO BOLL SG55 B1-039 
A 5-ply blade with a comfortable anatomic shape and 
an innovative new “Smart Grip” technology. Butterfly 
Pan Asia ITTF approved rubber with 1.5mm sponge in 
red and black. Innovative Smart Grip technology with a 
notch in the middle of the handle that improves the feel 
of the ball. Popular anatomic handle shape. Butterfly 
Protective edging tape. Provides increased speed 
and spin for the ambitious player with the emphasis 
on control. Endorsed by Timo Boll, 7 times European 
Champion.
£46.99

TIMO BOLL SG33 B1-038 
A 5-ply blade with a comfortable concave shape and the 
“Smart Grip” technology. Butterfly Addoy ITTF approved 
rubber with 1.7mm sponge in red and black. Innova-
tive Smart Grip technology with a notch in the middle 
of the handle that improves the feel of the ball. Popular 
concave handle shape. Butterfly protective edging tape. 
Provides good control with increased spin and speed. 
Endorsed by Timo Boll, 7 times European Champion. 
£34.99

TIMO BOLL SG11 B1-037 
A 5-ply blade with a comfortable anatomic shape and an 
innovative new “Smart Grip” technology. Butterfly Addoy 
ITTF approved rubber with 1.5mm sponge in red and black. 
Innovative Smart Grip technology with a notch in the middle of 
the handle that improves the feel of the ball. Popular anatomic 
handle shape. Butterfly Protective edging tape. Gives great 
control with suitable spin and speed for the developing player. 
Endorsed by Timo Boll, 7 times European Champion. 
£23.99
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CATALOGUE SUPPLEMENT 2021-22

Westerby Road, Middlesbrough, United Kingdom TS3 8TD
Freephone 0800 4584141

Or standard 01642 217844 
Opening hours Monday – Friday 8.30am – 5.30pm, Saturday 9.00am – 12.00pm

24 hour answering service

Freefax 0800 4587171
Or standard 01642 772020

VISIT OUR WEBSITE…

www.teessport.com  •  tabletennis@teessport.com  •  0800 458 4141

Our full catalogue on-line • Latest information on new products
Up to date special offers and clearance items

On-line ordering • Bat advice on-line

www.teessport.com

https://www.teessport.com/
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